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Abstract — In order to investigate the behavior of biomass briquetting, many researchers have made some progress on the 
compression modeling, but there are still some differences in application. In this paper the viscous-elastic-plastic rheological and 
constitutive model are built under different character during each stage of the progress of the peanut straw cold compression. The 
compression test data at different moisture content and loading rate were logged and processed. The parameters of constitutive 
model were determined by curve fitting method, the SSE (Sum of the Squared Errors) were all less than 0.08, the R2 (Coefficient of 
Determination) were all greater than 0.98, and the 3D distribution curves of the testing data obtained are quite close to the 
constitutive equation surface, which indicates that the nonlinear viscous-elastic-plasticity model has a rather accurate description 
for physical behaviors in the process of briquetting peanut straw pellet. The compression degree of straw in relation to the moisture 
content, compressing force, pressing area, filling length as well as the loading rate was also discussed in the paper. The degree of 
compression was directly related with both compressing force and filling length, however an inverse relation with the pressing area 
and loading rate was observed. The research would provide some practical reference to the design of briquetting equipment of 
peanut straw pellet, and will be helpful in the working parameter selection. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Peanut is an important oil economic crop. Its straw has 

high nutrition value with crude protein content 3.7 times 
higher than that of wheat straw, and 1.9 times higher than 
the pennisetum hydridum, while fat content is 5.9 times 
higher than that of cereal straw, and 4.1 times higher than 
pea seedling[1]. It is a kind of high quality coarse fodder 
sources. The straw properties of loose and low density have 
increased the difficulty of its storage and transportation; in 
fact, it becomes the main barrier for its widespread use. 
Compression molding of the peanut straw is seen as an 
effective way to solve this problem. The material could thus 
be molded into briquette of high density. 

At present modeling researches of bulk agricultural 
materials compression molding have made some progress, 
and provided good theoretical support for the productive 
practice. For example, Faborode proved that material 
post-compression recovery increases with increasing 
moisture content through the experiments, and research a 
relationship between pressure and compression density [2]. A 
previous study confirmed the compression characteristics of 
the kenaf chips and a mathematical model of 
pressure-compression density [3]. The experimental study on 
rheology for bale durability under compression has shown a 
mathematical model of stress relaxation-restress[4]. Zheng 
suggested a nonlinear-viscous-elastic model of sesame and 
peanut [5]. A study about the compression of fractionated 
sun-cured and dehydrated alfalfa chops show an empirical 
equations, which were fitted to the data relating specific 
energy for cube making to pressure, residence time, and leaf 

content[6]. A compression and stress relaxation model was 
built through research the rule of axial pressure, 
deformation and reversible deformation during the pasture 
briquetting [7]. A compression constitutive model was 
suggested for densification of corn stover and switch grass 
[8]. A recent research suggested a viscoelastic constitutive 
model of biomass pellet [9]. A mathematical model was 
proposed for the maximum compression stress, reversible 
deformation of chopped grass materials [10]. The Faborode 
model is proved to be valid for small deformations in bulk 
compression of straw and hay [11]. From the compression 
data of a study focuses on pelletization of waste canola 
meal, Kawakita and Lüdde model was developed to 
establish the relationship between applied pressure and 
reduction [12]. Cheng proposed an exponential model and a 
power function model, which can predict the bulk density 
and modulus of shelled corn at different compression 
pressures and moisture contents [13]. The Findley’s power 
law model was used to model the creep behavior of alkali 
treated jute, and it was found to be satisfactory in predicting 
the long-term creep behavior [14].  

However, modeling that based on the biomass’s 
principle, combined with viscous-elastic-plastic and focus 
on the strain during the pressing process has not been 
widely researched yet. In this research, the compressing 
molding process of peanut straw was modeled. The process 
involved stages as viscous-flow, viscous-elastic and 
viscous-plastic deformation during molding. The model is 
developed based on rheological and constitutive theory 
according to Boltzmann’s superposition principle[15]. The 
mathematical model was constructed by the total 
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compression strain, its compressive stress and deformation 
time. The model focuses analyze the relationship among the 
process variable as compression degree, filling length, 
pressing area, compressing force and loading rate. The 
model therefore provides a theoretical reference to the 
design and development of briquetting equipment of the 
peanut straw pellet. 

 
II. MATERIALS AND METHOD 

 
A. Materials 

 
The straw of “Huayu 30” peanut variety was selected as 

test materials, which was shattered by disintegrator into 
particles. The particles size range from 3.8mm to 23.6mm 
after screening. For obtaining the best mechanical 
properties of peanut stem after digging, the best drying days 
are about 3~5 days depend on the weather, during this 
period, the moisture content range from 13.9% to 19.6%[16]. 
In this research, the peanut straw was left to bask in the 
field for 3 and 5 days, they contain 17.6% and 14.5% 
moisture in test. 

The equipment used are: rapid moisture tester (Model 
SFY-60), hammer disintegrator (Model 400), electronic 
sieve shaker (Model 8411), electronic balance (Model 
BSA224S), electronic universal material testing machine 
(Model WDW-200), self-made compression test mould with 
depth 200mm, and diameter 50mm (Fig.1). 
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1. Piston    2. Pattern die    3. Baffle    4. Fulcrum bearing 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of compression test mould. 
 
 

B. Method 
 
To decrease the influence of random error, the peanut 

straw was free stacked till it filled the mould, this was done 
5 times, and get an average filling mass of 62.8g with 
14.5% moisture content and 70.3g with 17.6% moisture 
content. The average filling mass was considered as feed 
quality. The experiment was carried out with loading speed 
of 10mm∙min-1, 20mm∙min-1 and 30mm∙min-1 respectively. 
The pressure was loaded continuously till it reached the 
maximum load of the testing machine (WDW-200), data 
was saved. The baffle was pulled out; allow the pressure 
move down the piston to pull out the straw compression 
briquette. The bulk density was used as an index to analyze 
the experimental error and test significance influence by 
moisture content and load speed. 

TABLE I. THE BRIQUETTE DENSITY IN DIFFERENT MOISTURE CONTENT AND LOADING RATE 

Moisture 
content /% 

Loading rate /(mm·min-1) Density/(kg·m-3) 

14.5 
10 1326.35 1336.83 1334.48 
20 1345.09 1348.67 1352.26 
30 1363.16 1361.94 1370.52 

17.6 
10 1345.30 1332.67 1340.01 
20 1431.14 1415.69 1445.71 
30 1595.96 1590.01 1597.46 

TABLE II. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF THE BRIQUETTE DENSITY IN DIFFERENT MOISTURE CONTENT AND LOADING RATE 

Source of variation Sum of squares Degree of freedom Mean squares F value Significance
Moisture content/% 50632 1 31719 878.74>F0.01(1,12) ＊＊

Loading rate/(mm·min-1) 63438 2 50632 550.50>F0.01(2,12) ＊＊
Interaction 38415 2 19208 333.35>F0.01(2,12) ＊＊

Error 691 12 58  

 
The modeling was based on the compression dynamic 

data that choose the bulk density, which is the nearest mean 
value of each test. The curve below showed the relationship 
with stress-strain-time in compression process (Fig.2). 
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Figure 2. Compression process stress-strain-time curve 
 
From Fig.2, it was found that the features of the 

stress-strain-time curves in 6 tests run are in agreement, 
data showed small discreteness. There are two part on the 
curves: The first stage called material loose stage, in this 
process although the materials had large deformation, yet it 
produce small strain and use less power; the second stage, 
known as compression stage, here the curve increased 
gradually, its characteristics were very obvious and rigid 
regular. 

 
III. CONSTITUTIVE MODEL DERIVATION 

 
The physical properties of the peanut straw were very 

complex during the compression stage. At first, when the 
gap of straw particles gradually decreased till compacted 
and showed a solid property, it is called viscous flow 
deformation; after that the plastic solid experience two 
stages: elastic deformation and plastic deformation. 
Considering the inherent viscous resistance of the straw and 
the viscosity during briquette forming process, the whole 
compression stage could be separated into three parts: The 
viscous flow deformation stage, the viscous-elastic 
deformation stage, and the viscous-plastic deformation 
stage. 
A. Nonlinear Viscous Flow Deformation 

During the compressive flow process the bulk materials 
showed up internal friction characteristics, called fluid 
viscosity. The viscous flow deformation could be simulated 
with the Newton analog element (Fig.3). 

¦ Ç1

 
Figure 3. Newton model 

The mathematical model is[17]: 
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Where ε1 is nonlinear viscous flow deformation strain, %; 
σ1 is nonlinear viscous flow deformation stress, MPa; t1 is 
nonlinear viscous flow deformation time, s; η1 is nonlinear 
viscous flow deformation viscosity, MPa; n1 is nonlinear 
viscous flow deformation index; m1 is correction constant. 
 
B. Nonlinear Viscous-elastic Deformation 

 
The briquette’s thickness x was measured immediately 

after taking it out of the pattern die in each test, it was could 
found that: 

slx                     (2) 
Where l is mold cavity depth, mm; s is piston maximum 
displacement, mm. 

From that, the instant nonlinear elastic deformation 
during the peanut straw forming process was speculated, 
which could be simulated by the nonlinear Hooke element 
E1. Under axial force the materials must overcome the 
viscous and elastic resistance with linear viscous-elastic 
deformation in axial direction. This characteristic can be 
simulated by a parallel link of linear Hooke element E2 and 
Newton element η2. In the nonlinear viscous-elastic 
deformation stage, the total strain was superposed with the 
nonlinear elastic strain and linear viscous-elastic strain 
(Fig.4). 

¦ Ç2
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Figure 4. Nonlinear viscous-elastic model. 

 

The relationship between stress and strain could be 

expressed by the power function or contented power 

function polynomial after the loosing stage of the 

compressible material [18]. The fitting curve was similar to 

the power function curve in the elastic deformation stage in 

this test, so the instant nonlinear elastic deformation 

mathematical model is as follow: 

  2

1

21 2 2
nA                   (3) 

Where σ2 is nonlinear viscous-elastic deformation stress, 

MPa; ε21 is nonlinear elastic strain, %; A is nonlinear elastic 

coefficient; n2 is nonlinear elastic index. 
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In the linear viscous-elastic deformation model the two 

elements’ strain was equal, and the sum of the stress was the 

same as the nonlinear viscous-elastic deformation stage, 

computed as follow formula (4), (5): 

      22
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where ε22 is linear viscous-elastic strain, %; η2 is linear 

viscous-elastic equivalent viscosity, MPa∙s; t2 is nonlinear 

viscous-elastic deformation time, s; ς2 is linear 

viscous-elastic elasticity modulus, MPa. 

The total strain ε2 (σ, t) of the nonlinear viscous-elastic 

deformation was the sum of the nonlinear instant elastic 

strain and linear viscous-elastic strain, in formula (6) below: 
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Where m2 is correction constant 
C. Nonlinear Viscous-plasticity Deformation 

When the strain is beyond the straw materials’ yield 
limit σs, it would instantly become nonlinear plastic 
deformation and viscous-plastic deformation, the total strain 
is the sum of the two parts, so the two deformation models 
are put in series. The St. Vennant element σs1 was used to 
simulate nonlinear plastic deformation; the model paralleled 
by Newton element η3 and St. Vennant element σs2 to 
simulate the viscous-plastic deformation that for 
overcoming the cementation resistance and plastic 
deformation force meanwhile (Fig.5). 

 
Figure 5. Nonlinear viscous-plastic model 

The instant nonlinear plastic deformation mathematical 

model [19] is: 

  31
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31 3 3
nB                 (7) 

where ε31 is nonlinear plastic strain, %; σ3 is nonlinear 
viscous-plastic deformation stress, MPa; B is nonlinear 
viscous coefficient; n31 is nonlinear plastic index. 

Cohesiveness of the lignin was activated under the high 
pressure, the straw showed up aeolotropism nonlinear 
plastic deformation. The deformation in this stage is dilatant 
viscous-plastic deformation, the mathematical model [19] is: 
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where ε32 is viscous-elastic strain, %; t3 is nonlinear 

viscous-elastic deformation time, s; σs is biomass particle 

yielding stress, MPa; η3 is viscous-elastic apparent viscosity, 

MPa∙s; n32 is cementation index. 

The total strain of the viscous-plastic deformation was 

sum of the nonlinear plastic deformation and dilatant 

viscous-plastic strain, the mathematical model is: 
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where m3 is correction constant. 
 
D. Viscous-Elastic-Plastic Constitutive Model 

 
Based on the Boltzmann superposition principle, the 

compression forming stage total strain ε(σ, t) is equal to the 
superposition of the nonlinear viscous flow strain ε1(σ1, t1), 
the nonlinear viscous-elastic strain ε2(σ2, t2) and the 
nonlinear viscous-plastic ε3(σ3, t3). The peanut straw 
particles forming process could be simulated by model in 
Fig.6. 
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Figure 6. Nonlinear viscous-elastic-plastic model. 
 

In the same way, the biomass deformation process 
constitutive model could be obtained by the equation that 
total strain is equal to the sum of all stage strains: 
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where ε is compression strain, %; σ is compression stress, 
MPa; t is test time, s; σ0 is compression process initial stress, 
MPa; t0 is compression process initial time, s; σE is 

nonlinear viscous-elastic deformation initial stress, MPa; tE 
is nonlinear viscous-elastic deformation initial time, s; σS is 
nonlinear viscous-plastic deformation initial stress, MPa; tS 
is nonlinear viscous-elastic deformation initial time, s. 
 
 

IV. VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Validation 

 
Based on the test result and the deformation constitutive 

model (formula 11), the model parameters were solved by 
fitting curves method under the different moisture content 
and loading rate, the result was shown in Table 3 below. 

 
 

TABLE III. PARAMETERS OF NONLINEAR VISCO-ELASTIC-PLASTIC MODEL OF THE PEANUT STRAW PELLET BRIQUETTING 

 
 
Analysis of the fitting parameters in Table 3, show that 

the viscosities η1 and η2 which are the cementation 
resistance parameters were seen to increase with moisture 
content increase. This happened at moisture content range 
of 14.5% to 17.6% during the viscous flow deformation and 
viscous-elastic deformation stages. However, the same rule 
hold for the cementation resistance force. For the 
viscous-plastic deformation process the apparent viscosity 
η3 which is the cementation resistance parameter was seen 

to decrease with an increase in the moisture content, the 
same as in the cohesiveness. Moreso, the elastic modulus E2 
and the yield limit σs were seen to decrease with moisture 
content increase, but the loading rate was less impact on the 
two parameters above. 

The constitutive prediction equation was thus obtained 
and the curve surfaces based on different moisture content 
and loading rate were established and compared with test 
data (Fig.7).

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moisture 
content 

/% 

Rate 
/(mm· 
min-1) 

η1 

/MPa 
·s-1 

n1 A n2 
ς2 

/MPa 

η2 

/MPa 
·s-1 

B n31 n32 σs 
η3 

/MPa 
·s-1 

SSE R2 

14.5 
10 3319 1.18 1.13 4.65 1438 1724 3.87 27.03 0.19 31.37 124200 0.002 0.995
20 3499 1.35 1.15 4.29 1446 1777 3.90 28.35 0.18 31.56 129800 0.076 0.993
30 3689 1.46 1.12 4.67 1432 1792 3.95 25.34 0.19 31.52 142700 0.006 0.995

17.6 
10 4416 1.29 1.21 3.35 1368 1894 1.69 18.01 0.27 22.89 80670 0.002 0.987
20 4601 1.49 1.28 2.95 1359 1908 2.15 19.19 0.26 22.63 73090 0.011 0.987
30 4862 2.11 1.25 3.19 1351 1852 2.33 19.45 0.28 22.48 81740 0.027 0.991
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a. MC 14.5%，R 10/mm·min-1                    b. MC 14.5%，R 20/mm·min-1                   c. MC 14.5%，R 30/mm·min-1 

 

d. MC 17.6%，R 10/mm·min-1                   e. MC 17.6%，R 20/mm·min-1                   f. MC 17.6%，R 30/mm·min-1 

MC-Moisture content R-Rate 
Figure 7. The test curve and theoretical model surface in compression test. 

 
 

B. Discussion 
 
As seen in Fig. 7, the test curves were consistent with 

the constitutive equation surface of the theoretical model. 
The compression molding process was simulated by 
rheological model, and was found reasonable. It could 
provide relatively quantitative analysis for peanut straw 
compression molding. Also, as shown in Table 3, the SSE 
(Sum of the Squared Errors) values were all found to be less 
than 0.08 and R2 (Coefficient of Determination) were all 
greater than 0.98. This show that there is good agreement 
between the predicted and measured values, hence, good 
predictive model. Consequently, it proved that the nonlinear 
viscous-elastic-plastic model could well simulate the actual 
compression process of peanut straw. 

In the compression process, the viscosity resistance of 
the viscous flow deformation and the viscous-elastic 
deformation are more affected by moisture content. 
However, the apparent viscosity of the viscous-plastic 
deformation is more affected by stress and moisture content. 
The stress σ, the strain ε and the loading rate v could be 
solved by equation: σ=P/A, ε=Δl/l, v=Δl/t, where P is the 
compressing force, A is the compressing area, Δl is the 
deformation, l is the pressed materials filling length. From 
equation (11), it can be seen that the amount of the 
compression deformation is related to the moisture content, 
compressing force, compressing area, filling length and 
loading rate. Moreso, the compressing force and the filling 
length are directly related to reduction in length, but the 
compressing area and the loading rate are inversely related 
with the reduction in length. Hence, an increase in 
compression force, filling length with a decrease in 
compression area and loading rate will give maximum 
reduced length. Therefore, once the molded briquette 
dimension is determined, and the pattern die length together 

with compression force values are specified, the loading 
rate could be obtained directly from the constitutive model 
for particular moisture content during the peanut threshing 
period. 

 
V. CONCLUSIONS 

 
1) A constitutive analytical model for peanut straw 

forming process was developed from the basic rheological 
model using Boltzmann superposition principle. An 
empirical model was adopted for the viscous flow 
deformation stage, while a nonlinear model was suggested 
for both viscous-elastic and viscous-plastic stages. 
Piecewise function was used in developing the superposed 
constitutive model. 

2) The test was conducted under different moisture 
content and loading rate and the prediction constitutive 
model equations were obtained by fitting in the test data. 
The SSE (Sum of the Squared Errors) were found to be less 
than 0.08, and the R2 (Coefficient of Determination) values 
were all greater than 0.98 hence, and the constitutive model 
curve surfaces were consistent with the test data curve lines.  

3) The degree of peanut straw compression was related 
to the moisture content, compressing force, pressing area, 
filling length and loading rate. However, the compressing 
force and filling length were seen to have inverse relation 
with the reduction in length. At the best threshing period, 
the peanut straw viscous resistance was observed to 
increase with moisture content increase during viscous flow 
and viscous-elastic deformations. But cohesiveness, elastic 
modulus and yield limit were seen to decrease with 
moisture content increase. 
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